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Operation-based Conflict-free Replicated Data Types (CRDTs) are eventually consistent replicated data types
that automatically resolve conflicts between concurrent operations. Op-based CRDTs must be designed
differently for each data type, and current designs use ad-hoc techniques to handle concurrent operations that
do not naturally commute. We present a new construction, the semidirect product of op-based CRDTs, which
combines the operations of two CRDTs into one while handling conflicts between their concurrent operations
in a uniform way. We demonstrate the construction’s utility by using it to construct novel CRDTs, as well as
decomposing several existing CRDTs as semidirect products of simpler CRDTs. Although it reproduces common
CRDT semantics, the semidirect product can be viewed as a restricted kind of operational transformation,
thus forming a bridge between these two opposing techniques for constructing replicated data types.
CCS Concepts: • Software and its engineering→Data types and structures; • Theory of computation
→ Distributed algorithms.
Additional Key Words and Phrases: CRDTs, Operational Transformation, Eventual Consistency
1 INTRODUCTION
Geo-replication of data is a technique used in many distributed applications, such as distributed
databases and collaborative document editing programs, to reduce user-perceived latency and
increase fault tolerance. However, geo-replication is challenging: in order to achieve fault tolerance
and high performance, replicas need to avoid the large communication costs of coordinating over
geographically distributed networks. This is typically achieved by allowing users to update their
own replicas locally, then asynchronously propagate updates to other replicas in the background.
This poses an interesting concurrency challenge: what should the final outcome be in the face of
conflicting concurrent operations by different replicas, once all of the updates are delivered to all
replicas?
Conflict-free Replicated Data Types (CRDTs) [20, 26] are a class of highly available replicated
data types that provide a principled solution to this problem. They allow developers to write
applications using ordinary sequential data type operations acting on replicated state. Updates to
the replicated state are propagated asynchronously, with conflicts between concurrent operations
resolved automatically using type-specific rules. CRDTs have been deployed in highly available
geo-replicated data storage systems such as Antidote [1] and Riak [4].
Operation-based (op-based) CRDTs [20, 26] are a type of CRDT that function by converting
sequential data type operations into messages, which are then broadcast to all replicas in causal
order, a natural partial order that can be enforced without coordination. Replicas apply received
messages to their state in such a way that they all end up in the same state, even if they receive
concurrent messages in different orders. A simple example is a counter supporting increment and
decrement operations: these operations naturally commute, so they can be directly broadcast to
all replicas, which then apply the operations in the order they receive them. More generally, any
commutative data type is trivially an op-based CRDT.
However, op-based CRDTs for non-commutative data types must explicitly handle conflicts
between non-commuting concurrent messages. For example, a set CRDT must decide what to do in
the face of operations that concurrently add and remove an element to the set, while ensuring that
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all replicas eventually reach the same result. Current designs handle such conflicts using ad-hoc
techniques that differ for each data type. It is thus difficult to design CRDTs for new data types or
to add operations to existing CRDTs.
For example, suppose we are making a Slack-like chat application containing multiple “channels”
that users can join. We can store the map from channel names to the set of users in each channel
using a CRDT map (dictionary) [1, 4], with CRDT sets as the values, as shown in Figure 1. In this
example, there are two replicas, replica A and replica B, stored at two different nodes, A and B, that
are executing the following application code.
Node A
1 // create the channels CRDT
2 channels: CRDTMap[String , Set[String ]] =
3 initReplicated(
4 "general" -> ["alice", "bob"],
5 "random"-> ["alice", "charlie"]
6 )
7
8 // replicate channels on node B
9 nodeB ! channels
10
11 // create a new channel "memes" in
12 // channels and add alice
13 (m, channels) =
14 apply("memes", add("alice"), channels)
15
16 // send apply to node B
17 nodeB ! m
Node B
1 // add dave to every channel using
2 // higher -order map
3 (m, channels) =
4 homap(add("dave"), channels)
5
6 // send homap to node A
7 nodeA ! m
Fig. 1. Example program showing distributed use of the replicated value channels in a Slack-like chat
application by two nodes, A and B. apply(k, add(v)) adds v to the set at key k , initializing the value at k if
necessary, while homap(add(v)) adds v to every set in the map. Unfortunately, these two operations do not
commute, so after receiving each other’s messages, A and B end up with different values for channels (see
Figure 2).
“general” “alice”  “bob”  “dave”
“random” “alice” “charlie” “dave”
“memes” “alice” “dave”
key value
“general” “alice”  “bob”  “dave”
“random” “alice” “charlie” “dave”
“memes” “alice”
key value
Node A
channels
Node B
channels
Fig. 2. Replicas A and B after executing the example program shown in Figure 1. Because the operations from
Figure 1 do not commute, A and B end up with different values for channels.
Suppose we wish to add a higher-order map operation homap, which applies a function to every
value currently present in the map. This operation could be used to add a user dave to every
channel at node B. In Figure 1, we run into the issue that this operation does not commute with
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operations that initialize the value at a key: node B processes the higher-order map operation
before the operation that initializes channel memes, so it does not add dave to memes, while node A
processes the operations in the opposite order, so it does add dave to memes, as shown in Figure 2.
Hence it is not obvious how to add such an operation to a map CRDT, and as a result, existing map
designs do not include one.
Our goal in this paper is to make it easy to add operations like this to CRDTs, even when they
do not commute with existing operations. More generally, we aim to compose op-based CRDTs,
combining their sets of operations while handling conflicts between them in a uniformway. One can
then add operations to an existing CRDT by composing it with another CRDT that only implements
the new operations.
We do so by presenting a new CRDT construction technique, the semidirect product of op-based
CRDTs, which composes two op-based CRDTs into a new CRDT with both of their operations. We
demonstrate through numerous examples that the semidirect product can be used both to create
novel CRDTs through composition and to decompose existing CRDTs into simpler components.
Our novel CRDT designs include maps with a higher-order map operation, sequence types with
reverse or range removal operations, and an integer register supporting addition and multiplication
operations. These examples widen the range of data types available as CRDTs without substantial
design effort. The existing CRDTs we decompose include sets, flags, and resettable CRDTs. These
examples help explain seemingly ad-hoc CRDT designs by decomposing them into simpler parts,
many of which are commutative data types, with the semidirect product handling conflicts between
non-commuting concurrent operations in a uniform way.
We further demonstrate the semidirect product’s generality by giving a criterion for when an
op-based CRDT designed using an existing general model [3] can be decomposed as a semidirect
product of simpler CRDTs, and we show that it applies in many cases.
Briefly, the semidirect product works as follows. Conflicts between non-commuting concurrent
operations from the two CRDTs are handled according to an arbitration order, which specifies that
operations from the first CRDT should be applied before concurrent operations from the second
CRDT. Since directly reordering operations in this way is not always defined, we instead make
use of a transformation function, which transforms operations from the first CRDT to take into
account concurrent operations from the second CRDT. Our construction can thus be viewed as a
restricted kind of operational transformation [24], an alternative method of constructing replicated
data types that is often contrasted with CRDTs, as we discuss in Section 6.1. In comparison with
general operational transformation, the semidirect product has reduced complexity, thus avoiding
CRDT proponents’ main criticism of operational transformation.
The semidirect product of CRDTs is named after the semidirect product of groups, a construction
from abstract algebra that inspired their design, as described in the appendix.
A shortened version of this paper will appear at the PaPoC Workshop 2020 [27].
2 BACKGROUND ON OP-BASED CRDTS
Notation. We use f : S ⇀ T to denote that f is a partial function from S to T , i.e., a function
defined on a subset of S . We write f (s) = ⊥ to indicate that f is not defined on s .
As mentioned above, an op-based CRDT is a replicated data type in which replicas convert
sequential data type operations into messages that they broadcast to other replicas. Replicas receive
these messages and apply them to their states in causal order (defined below), in such a way that
concurrent messages commute.
Definition 2.1. The causal order is the partial order ≺ on messages defined by the transitive
closure of the rule:m1 ≺ m2 if the replica that sentm2 did so after receivingm1, or ifm1 andm2
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Σ : Set of states
prepare(o,σ , r ) : Prepares a messagem given an op-
eration o by replica r in state σ
effect(m,σ ) : Partial function that applies a pre-
pared message m to a state σ , re-
turning the resulting state
m · σ : Abbreviation for effect(m,σ )when
the CRDT is clear from context
eval(q,σ ) : Read-only evaluation of a query q
on a state σ
Fig. 3. Components of an op-based CRDT.
were sent by the same replica andm1 was sent beforem2. Two messagesm1,m2 are concurrent if
m1 ⊀ m2 andm2 ⊀ m1. The requirement that replicas receive messages in causal order means that
a replica should not receive a messagem2 until after it has received all messagesm1 ≺m2.
A simple example is the op-based counter CRDT. This has state space Z with operations add(n)
for n ∈ Z, acting as add(n) : σ 7→ n + σ . These operations naturally commute.
More complicated CRDTs, such as set CRDTs, attach extra metadata to states, to handle the fact
that their operations do not naturally commute. Additionally, instead of sending operations directly
in their messages to other replicas, they may modify them or attach metadata.
Formally, we adopt the following definition of an op-based CRDT, based on that of Shapiro et al.
[26] but with notation more similar to [3, §3].
Definition 2.2. An op-based CRDT is a tuple (Σ,σ 0, prepare, effect, eval) of the form given in
Figure 3, such that:
(i) For allm = prepare(o,σ , r ),m · σ , ⊥
(ii) For all σ ∈ Σ and all messagesm1,m2, if σ can appear as a replica state andm1,m2 can appear
as concurrent messages in an execution of Algorithm 1, andm1 · σ , ⊥ andm2 · σ , ⊥, then
m1 · (m2 · σ ) =m2 · (m1 · σ ) , ⊥.
The definition ensures that operations commute if they could be issued concurrently.
Example 2.3. We can formalize the op-based counter CRDT as Σ = Z, prepare(add(n),σ , r ) =
add(n), effect(add(n),σ ) = n + σ , and eval(value,σ ) = σ .
Algorithm 1 formalizes the use of an op-based CRDT by a group of replicas. Initially, all replicas
are in the initial state σ 0. At any time, a replica can issue an operation o, causing a messagem to be
prepared and broadcast to all replicas. All replicas apply received messages to their state in causal
order using effect. Replicas can also be queried to return external information about their state. For
instance, a set CRDT could have a query to return the elements of the set based on the internal
metadata-enhanced state σ .
Properties (i) and (ii) of an op-based CRDT imply eventual consistency: two replicas that have
received the same messages end up in the same state σ when using Algorithm 1, even if they receive
concurrent messages in different orders [26, Proposition 2.2].
Themain advantage of op-based CRDTs over strongly consistent data types, like data in traditional
databases, is that causally ordered message delivery can be enforced without coordination between
replicas. Thus replicas can immediately apply changes to their own copies of the data, and they can
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Algorithm 1 Distributed algorithm describing the use of an op-based CRDT by a replica r , based
on [3, Algorithm 1] [26]. Messages are assumed to be received in causal order.
1: state σ ∈ Σ, initially σ 0
2: on operation(o):
3: m ← prepare(o,σ , r )
4: σ ← effect(m,σ )
5: Broadcastm to other replicas
6: on receive(m):
7: σ ← effect(m,σ )
8: on query(q):
9: return eval(q,σ )
send messages without requiring a costly consensus protocol to put all messages in a consistent
total order [7].
Remark 2.4. One way to enforce causally ordered delivery in an implementation of Algorithm 1
is to use vector clocks [10, 17], which are functions from replica ids to N. Each replica maintains a
vector clock t such that t(r ) is the number of messages it has received from replica r . When sending
a messagem, a replica increments its own entry in t and attaches a copy of t tom as metadata (its
timestamp). Thusm1 ⪯ m2 if and only if their corresponding timestamps t1, t2 satisfy t1 ≤ t2, and
they are concurrent if and only if t1 ≰ t2 and t2 ≰ t1. To enforce causally ordered delivery, we wait
to deliver a messagem from a replica r1 with timestamp t to another replica r2 until r2’s vector
clock t2 satisfies: t2(r1) = t(r1) − 1 and for all r , r1, t2(r ) ≥ t(r ). Besides enforcing causally ordered
delivery, some CRDT algorithms explicitly include vector clocks in messages so that effect can
query the causal order. Our semidirect product construction does this to determine when messages
are concurrent.
3 SEMIDIRECT PRODUCTS
3.1 Motivating Example
To motivate the semidirect product construction, suppose we wish to construct an integer register
CRDT supporting addition and multiplication operations. Specifically, for n ∈ Z, we want to allow
operations add(n) : σ 7→ n + σ and mult(n) : σ 7→ n × σ . The add operations alone form a CRDT
because they naturally commute, and likewise for the mult operations, but they do not commute
with each other. Because of this, such a CRDT was not previously known, despite the simplicity of
its interface.
As a first attempt, let us dictate that in the face of concurrent add and mult operations, a replica
applies all of the add operations first, followed by all of themult operations. For example, starting in
state 1, if two replicas concurrently issue operations add(1) andmult(3), then regardless of the order
in which they receive these operations, all replicas compute the final state asmult(3)·(add(1)·1) = 6.
We call this order of operations the arbitration order. Non-concurrent operations should continue
to be applied in the order they were generated, i.e., in causal order.
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Unfortunately, this approach is not well-defined in general. For example, consider the following
scenario:
A
B
1 2 3 ? ?
1 3 7 ? ?
.........................................
.
mult(2)
.........................................
.
add(1)
....................
. ....................
.
.........................................
.
mult(3)
.........................................
.
add(4)
....................
. ....................
.
.........................................................................................................
..
.........................................................................................................
............
..........
..........
..........
.........
..........
..........
..........
..........
.........
...
..........
...... .
..........
..........
.........
..........
..........
..........
..........
............
...
Here replicas A and B both start in state 1. Replica A issues operations mult(2) followed by add(1),
while B concurrently issues operations mult(3) followed by add(4). After receiving each others’
messages, the arbitration order dictates that each replica should apply add(1) before the concurrent
operation mult(3), and add(4) before mult(2). Additionally, to respect the causal order, replicas
should apply mult(2) before add(1) and mult(3) before add(4). However, this creates a loop.
As a second attempt, observe that applying add(m) followed by mult(n) is the same as applying
mult(n) followed by add(nm), by the distributive property. Thus in the face of concurrent operations
add(m) and mult(n), instead of requiring all replicas to apply add(m) before mult(n), we can
equivalently require replicas that first received mult(n) to apply add(nm) when they later receive
add(m). Replicas that instead received add(m) beforemult(n) apply both operations normally. This
rule is inspired by the semidirect product of groups (see Appendix A), in which non-commuting
operations from two groups can be transposed so long as we transform the first group’s operations
by the second’s.
Using this rule in the above scenario, both replicas end up in state 17:
A
B
1 2 3 9 17
1 3 7 14 17
.........................................
.
mult(2)
.........................................
.
add(1)
....................
.
(mult(3))
....................
.
(add(8))
.........................................
.
mult(3)
.........................................
.
add(4)
....................
.
(mult(2))
....................
.
(add(3))
.........................................................................................................
..
.........................................................................................................
............
..........
..........
..........
.........
..........
..........
..........
..........
.........
...
..........
...... .
..........
..........
.........
..........
..........
..........
..........
............
...
Here A applies add(8) in place of add(4) because of its concurrent mult(2) operation, and B applies
add(3) in place of add(1) because of its concurrent mult(3) operation.
Unlike our first attempt, this approach generalizes to all situations via the rule: upon receiving an
operation add(m), instead of applying it directly, a replica applies the operation add(n1n2 · · ·nkm),
where mult(n1),mult(n2), . . . ,mult(nk ) are all of the mult operations concurrent to add(m) that
the replica had previously applied.
3.2 Construction
We obtain our semidirect product construction by generalizing the above approach. Let C1 =
(Σ,σ 0, prepare1, effect1, eval) and C2 = (Σ,σ 0, prepare2, effect2, eval) be two op-based CRDTs shar-
ing the same state space, initial state, and eval function, but with disjoint sets of operations and
prepared messages.
In addition to properties (i) and (ii) of an op-based CRDT, we assume that C1 and C2 satisfy the
following property (iib), which is a strengthening of property (ii). Here by an author of a message
m, we mean any replica r such thatm = prepare(o,σ , r ) for some o and σ , and we say two messages
m1,m2 can have different authors if we canwritem1 = prepare(o1,σ1, r1) andm2 = prepare(o2,σ2, r2)
with r1 , r2.
(iib) For all σ ∈ Σ and all messages m1,m2 that can have different authors, if m1 · σ , ⊥ and
m2 · σ , ⊥, then
m1 · (m2 · σ ) =m2 · (m1 · σ ) , ⊥.
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That is, instead of requiringm1 andm2 to commute when applied to σ only if they all can appear
in some execution of Algorithm 1 withm1 andm2 concurrent, we require commutativity whenever
m1 and m2 are both defined on σ and can have different authors. This strengthened version is
necessary because in the semidirect product construction, we combine operations from C1 and C2,
potentially allowing states and concurrent messages that are not possible in either CRDT alone.
LetM1 andM2 be the sets of prepared messages for C1 and C2, respectively. We wish to construct
a CRDT combining the operations of C1 and C2, withM1 coming beforeM2 in the arbitration order,
so that in the face of concurrent messages from the two CRDTs, those from C1 are effectively
applied first.
To make this possible, we assume we are given a partial action ofM2 onM1, i.e., a partial function
▷ : M2 ×M1 ⇀ M1. We write ▷ as in infix, e.g.,m2 ▷m1. This action will be used to transform a
messagem1 ∈ M1 that is received after a concurrent messagem2 ∈ M2, to give the same result as if
m1 had been applied beforem2 like it should have been.
Example 3.1. In the example of the previous section, C1 is an integer register with operations
add(m), C2 is an integer register with operations mult(n), and ▷ is given by
mult(n) ▷ add(m) = add(nm).
For the semidirect product to work, we assume:
• (reordering) For all σ ∈ Σ and all messagesm1 ∈ M1,m2 ∈ M2 that can have different authors
(i.e., we can write m1 = prepare1(o1,σ1, r1) and m2 = prepare2(o2,σ2, r2) with r1 , r2), if
m1 · σ , ⊥ andm2 · σ , ⊥, thenm2 ▷m1 , ⊥ and
m2 · (m1 · σ ) = (m2 ▷m1) · (m2 · σ ) , ⊥.
This ensures that in case of concurrent messagesm1 andm2 acting on a state σ , the intended
final statem2 · (m1 · σ ) is defined, and it can be computed either by applyingm1 followed by
m2 or by applyingm2 followed bym2 ▷m1.
• (action commutes) For all m1 ∈ M1 and all m2,m′2 ∈ M2, if m1,m2,m′2 can have mutually
different authors, then
m2 ▷ (m′2 ▷m1) =m′2 ▷ (m2 ▷m1).
This ensures that concurrent M2 messages commute in their action on M1 messages via ▷,
just like how they commute when applied to states in Σ.
• (preserves authors) For all m1 = prepare1(o1,σ1, r1) and m2 ∈ M2, if m2 ▷ m1 , ⊥, then
m2 ▷m1 = prepare1(o′1,σ ′1, r1) for some o′1,σ ′1 . This ensures that ▷ preserves message authors,
hence messages m′1 ∈ M1 that are required to commute with m1 by property (iib) of an
op-based CRDT are also required to commute withm2 ▷m1.1
Example 3.2. In the example of the previous section, assumption (reordering) holds by the
distributive property:
mult(n) · (add(m) · σ ) = n(m + σ ) = nm + nσ
= add(mn) · (mult(n) · σ ).
Assumption (action commutes) holds by commutativity of multiplication, and (preserves authors)
is trivial as any message can have any author.
1In practice,m2 ▷m1 sometimes exists only for the purposes of the semidirect product and is not an output of prepare1, in
which case we formally define its author to be that ofm1, for the purposes of property (iib) and the above assumptions.
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Definition 3.3. Given the assumptions above, the semidirect product of C1 and C2 with respect to ▷
is the op-based CRDT C1 ⋊▷ C2 = (Σ⋊, (σ 0, 0, ∅), prepare⋊, effect⋊, eval⋊) with components defined
in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Components of the semidirect product C1 ⋊▷ C2. In effect⋊, if any portion of the
output is ⊥, then we set the whole output to be ⊥.
1: T : set of timestamps in the form of vector clocks, i.e., functions from replica ids to N
2: 0: all-0 (initial) timestamp
3: Σ⋊ = Σ × T × Pfin(M2 × T), where Pfin(M2 × T) denotes the set of finite subsets ofM2 × T
4: function prepare⋊(o, (σ , t ,H ), r ):
5: t ′ ← t[r 7→ t(r ) + 1]
6: if o is a C1 operation then
7: return (prepare1(o,σ , r ), t ′)
8: else ▷ o is a C2 operation
9: return (prepare2(o,σ , r ), t ′)
10: end if
11: function effect⋊((m, t ′), (σ , t ,H )):
12: if m ∈ M2 then
13: return (effect2(m,σ ),max(t , t ′),H ∪ {(t ′,m)})
14: else ▷m ∈ M1
15: (l1,u1), . . . , (lk ,uk ) ← all (l ,u) ∈ H with u concurrent to t ′, in (any) causal order
16: mact ← lk ▷ (lk−1 ▷ (· · · (l1 ▷m) · · · ))
17: return (effect1(mact,σ ),max(t , t ′),H )
18: end if
19: function eval⋊(q, (σ , t ,H )): return eval(q,σ )
The semidirect product functions as follows. A state (σ , t ,H ) corresponds to an internal state
σ with current timestamp t and history of M2 messages H . To apply a messagem ∈ M2, effect⋊
appliesm to σ and also storesm in H together with its timestamp. To apply a messagem ∈ M1,
effect⋊ first acts onm by all concurrent messages in H , i.e., all concurrentM2 messages that have
already been applied to the state, using timestamps to determine which messages are concurrent.
These concurrent messages (l1,u1), . . . , (lk ,uk ) act onm in causal order, by which we mean any
ordering such that for all j < j ′, uj is not causally prior to uj′ . The resulting messagemact is then
applied to σ .
3.3 Correctness
Theorem 3.4. C1 ⋊▷ C2 is an op-based CRDT in the sense of Definition 2.2.
Proof. First, note that (m, t ′) · (σ , t ,H ) is the same regardless of which causal ordering we choose
for (l1,u1), . . . , (lk ,uk ) on line 15. Indeed, if (l ′1,u ′1), . . . , (l ′k ,u ′k ) is another causal ordering of these
messages, then we can go from one sequence to the other via a sequence of transpositions
(lj1 ,uj1 ), (lj2 ,uj2 ) 7→ (lj2 ,uj2 ), (lj1 ,uj1 )
with uj1 concurrent to uj2 . Since uj1 , uj2 , and t are mutually concurrent, lj1 , lj2 , andm must have
had mutually different authors in the execution leading to this state. Hence by assumption (action
commutes), such a transposition does not changemact.
We now verify the CRDT properties. Recall that we usem · σ as an abbreviation for effect(m,σ )
when the relevant CRDT is clear from context.
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(i) Let (m, t ′) = prepare⋊(o, (σ , t ,H ), r ). If m ∈ M2, then m · σ , ⊥ by property (i) of C2, so
(m, t ′) · (σ , t ,H ) , ⊥. If insteadm ∈ M1, then there are no (l ,u) ∈ H with u concurrent to t ′,
since t ′ comes causally after all prior timestamps. Hencemact =m, somact · σ =m · σ , ⊥ by
property (i) of C1. Thus (m, t ′) · (σ , t ,H ) , ⊥.
(ii) Let (σ , t ,H ) ∈ Σ⋊ be a state and (l , s ′), (m, t ′) be messages such that (σ , t ,H ) can appear as
a replica state and (l , s ′) and (m, t ′) can appear as concurrent messages in an execution of
Algorithm 1, and (l , s ′) · (σ , t ,H ) , ⊥ and (m, t ′) · (σ , t ,H ) , ⊥. We need to show that
(l , s ′) · ((m, t ′) · (σ , t ,H )) = (m, t ′) · ((l , s ′) · (σ , t ,H )) , ⊥.
Case l ,m ∈ M1: Let lact andmact be as in the definitions of (l , s ′) · (σ , t ,H ) and (m, t ′) · (σ , t ,H ),
respectively. By assumption (preserves authors) and property (iib) of C1, lact andmact commute
when applied to σ , and the claim follows.
Case l ,m ∈ M2: By property (iib) of C2, l andm commute when applied to σ , and the claim
follows.
Case l ∈ M1,m ∈ M2: Let lact and l ′act be as in the definitions of (l , s ′)·(σ , t ,H ) and (l , s ′)·((m, t ′)·
(σ , t ,H )), respectively. Since s ′ is concurrent to t ′, (m, t ′) appears among the operations used
to compute l ′act. Furthermore, since Algorithm 1 delivers messages in causal order, t ′ must be
maximal among timestamps inH , so we can putm last in the sequence used to define l ′act. Thus
l ′act =m ▷ lact. Also, lact ·σ , ⊥ andm ·σ , ⊥, and by assumption (preserves authors), lact andm
can have different authors. Hence by assumption (reordering),m ·(lact ·σ ) = (m▷lact)·(m ·σ ) , ⊥.
The claim follows.
□
4 GUIDE TO USING SEMIDIRECT PRODUCTS
In this section, we go through the steps a CRDT designer should use to construct a semidirect
product CRDT. We do so in the context of an example promised in the introduction: adding
higher-order map operations to a map CRDT. Additional examples appear in Section 5.
Let C be a CRDT andK be a set of keys. Numerous works [1, 4, 13] define a map CRDTmap(K ,C)
with keys K and values in C, which is a replicated version of a dictionary. The states of map(K ,C)
are partial functions f from K to states of C such that all but finitely many values of f are ⊥. The
operations are of the form apply(k,m) for k ∈ K andm a message of C, with effect
(apply(k,m) · f )(k ′) =

f (k ′) if k ′ , k
m · f (k) if k ′ = k and f (k) , ⊥
m · σ 0 if k = k ′ and f (k) = ⊥.
That is, apply(k,m) appliesm to the value at k , treating ⊥ as σ 0. Typically, CRDT maps also include
an operation to remove a key-value pair, but incorporating such an operation into our construction
below is difficult, so we leave it as future work.
For our novel CRDT, we wish to add higher-order map operations homap(m) to map(K ,C),
wherem is a message of C, with sequential semantics
(homap(m) · f )(k) =
{
⊥ if f (k) = ⊥
m · f (k) otherwise.
That is, homap(m) appliesm to every non-⊥ value in the map.2
2Strictly speaking, the allowable choices ofm should be restricted so thatm · f (k ) , ⊥ for all k , and so thatm commutes
with messagesm′ that could appear in a concurrent homap(m′) or apply(k,m′) operation.
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Example 4.1. As a potential use case, recall the example from the introduction of a Slack-like
application containing multiple “channels” that users can join. We can store the map from channel
names to the set of users in each channel as a set-valued map CRDT. When a new user A is added
to the application, we can use homap(add(A)) to add A to every channel, without needing to send
separate messages for each channel. It is trivial to modify the operation to filter by keys, so that,
e.g., A is only added to channels whose names start with “public”.
As our first step in constructing a semidirect product implementing both apply and homap
operations, we need to partition the operations into two sets so that we can easily construct CRDTs
for each set. Here the obvious split is into apply and homap operations. Thus our first component
CRDT ismap(K ,C), which implements the apply operations. For our second component CRDT, we
let homap(K ,C) have the same state space as map(K ,C) but with homap operations only. Since C
is a CRDT, concurrent homap(m) operations commute with each other, so homap(K ,C) is indeed
a CRDT. Also, assuming C satisfies the strengthened property (iib) of an op-based CRDT, so do
map(K ,C) and homap(K ,C).
It is worth noting that we cannot add homap(m) operations to map(K ,C) directly, since they
do not always commute with concurrent operations apply(k,m′). Indeed, suppose apply(k,m′)
initializes the value at k , i.e., changes it from ⊥ to non-⊥. This does not commute with homap(m):
if f (k) = ⊥, then
(homap(m) · (apply(k,m′) · f )) (k) =m · (m′ · σ 0),
while
(apply(k,m′) · (homap(m) · f )) (k) =m′ · σ 0
because homap(m) only applies to non-⊥ values.
Hence we are led to consider a semidirect product of map(K ,C) and homap(K ,C). To do so, we
must first choose an arbitration order between the two CRDTs. That is, we must choose which
operation should be applied first in the case of concurrent apply(k,m′) and homap(m) operations.
Either choice would be reasonable, but we find it more interesting to put homap(m) operations last
in the arbitration order. This means that they also apply to keys that are initialized concurrently.
Example 4.2. In the example above, this semantics ensures that A will also be added to channels
that are created concurrently to A’s addition, so that they are not left out of any eligible channels.
Next, we need to choose a partial action ▷ of homap(m) messages on map(K ,C) messages
satisfying assumption (reordering), i.e., for all map states f ,
homap(m) · (map(k,m′) · f ) = (homap(m) ▷map(k,m′)) · (homap(m) · f ). (1)
We focus on this assumption first because it is the most difficult one to satisfy, while assump-
tions (action commutes) and (preserves authors) are largely technical. In general, to satisfy this
assumption, we often need to modify our component CRDTs C1 and C2:
• Sometimes for messagesm1 of C1 andm2 of C2, there is an obvious partial function f from
states to states such thatm2 · (m1 · σ ) = f · (m2 · σ ) for all states σ , but f does not correspond
to the effect of any message of C1. This is easily resolved by expanding the message set of
C1 to include f . These “formal” messages need not have a corresponding externally visible
operation. Note, however, that we must then ensure that assumption (reordering) also holds
for these new messages of C1.
• Sometimes for messagesm1 of C1 andm2 of C2, it is impossible to satisfy assumption (reorder-
ing) because there are states σ , σ ′ such thatm2 · (m1 ·σ ) ,m2 · (m1 ·σ ′) butm2 ·σ =m2 ·σ ′.
This can often be solved by adding extra metadata to states that makesm2 · σ different from
m2 · σ ′.
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For homap, observe that if f (k) = ⊥, then
(homap(m) · (apply(k,m′) · f )) (k) =m · (m′ · σ 0) =m′ · (m · σ 0)
sincem andm′ commute, while (homap(m) · f )(k) = ⊥ because homap(m) only affects initialized
values. Meanwhile, if f (k) , ⊥, then
(homap(m) · (apply(k,m′) · f )) (k) =m · (m′ · f (k)) =m′ · (m · f (k)),
while (homap(m) · f )(k) =m · f (k). Thus to satisfy (1), homap(m) ▷ apply(k,m′) must act as
((homap(m) ▷ apply(k,m′)) · д)(k) =
{
m′ · д(k) if д(k) , ⊥
m′ · (m · д(k)) if д(k) = ⊥.
No message of map(K ,C) acts in this way, but as discussed in the first bullet above, we can easily
add one that does. Defining ▷ on those messages leads us to need more newmessages, etc. Eventually
we are led to define the messages of map(K ,C) to be of the form apply(k,m)(L), where L is a finite
sequence of C messages. The effect of such a message on a state f is
(apply(k,m)(L) · f )(k ′) =

f (k ′) if k ′ , k
m · f (k) if k ′ = k and f (k) , ⊥
m · (L · σ 0) if k ′ = k and f (k) = ⊥,
where L · σ 0 denotes the result of applying all messages in L to σ 0 in order. In other words,
apply(k,m)(L) acts the same as apply(k,m), except it also applies L to an uninitialized value. The
original map operations apply(k,m) corresponds to the messages apply(k,m)(∅).
Now we can define
homap(m) ▷ apply(k,m′)(L) = apply(k,m′)(L ∪ {m}),
wherem is appended to the end of L. This trivially satisfies assumptions (action commutes) and
(preserves authors), and it satisfies assumption (reordering) as well: both
(homap(m) · (apply(k,m′)(L) · f )) (k)
and
(apply(k,m′)(L ∪ {m}) · (homap(m) · f )) (k)
equal {
m · (m′ · f (k)) if f (k) , ⊥
m · (m′ · (L · σ 0)) if f (k) = ⊥.
Thus we get a semidirect product CRDT map(K ,C) ⋊▷ homap(K ,C) with both apply(k,m′) and
homap(m) operations, implementing the semantics described above. In this CRDT, a homap(m)
operation modifies concurrent apply(k,m′) operations to ensure that if they initialize the value at
k , they also applym to that value.
5 EXAMPLES
We now give numerous examples of semidirect products, both constructing novel CRDTs and
reproducing the semantics of existing CRDTs. These examples demonstrate the semidirect product’s
ability to compose and decompose CRDTs. In several of the examples, both components are
commutative data types (i.e., all messages commute naturally without conflict resolution), in which
case the semidirect product handles all conflicts between non-commuting concurrent messages.
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5.1 Novel CRDTs
Sequence with Reverse Operation. We can use semidirect products to add a reverse operation to a
sequence CRDT. A sequence CRDT is a CRDT version of a totally ordered sequence, such as a text
string, as would appear in a collaborative text editing application.
Let C be the continuous sequence CRDT defined by Shapiro et al. [26, §3.5.2], with R as the
continuum set of identifiers. In this CRDT, the state consists of a set S of sequence elements (e.g.,
characters) tagged with unique identifiers of the form (x , r ) for x ∈ R and r a replica id. The
identifiers, and their corresponding elements, are totally ordered by their real number component,
with ties broken using an arbitrary total order on replica ids. Calling prepare on an operation to
insert an element e to the right of a given element e ′ results in a message add(e, (x , r )), where r is
the generating replica’s id and x is a real number halfway between the identifiers for e ′ and the
next element to the right of e ′. The effect of add(e, (x , r )) is to add e to the state with identifier
(x , r ). We also have operations remove(x , r ), which remove the element with identifier (x , r ).
For our novel CRDT, we wish to add an operation reverse acting as
reverse · S = {(e, (−x ,−r )) | (e, (x , r )) ∈ S},
where “negative” replica ids are ordered oppositely to ordinary replica ids. Let Crev be the com-
mutative data type with the same state space as C and with reverse as its single operation and
message. We choose reverse to come after messages of C in the arbitration order, so that concurrent
insertions are also reversed. Next, we must find an action ▷ of reverse on messages of C satisfying
assumption (reordering). This is easily done by setting
reverse ▷ add(e, (x , r )) = add(e, (−x ,−r ))
reverse ▷ remove(x , r ) = remove(−x ,−r ).
Assumptions (action commutes) and (preserves authors) hold as well. Thus the semidirect product
CRDT C ⋊▷ Crev implements the operations of C together with reverse.
Remark 5.1. It is also possible to use the opposite arbitration order, in which reverse operations
come first and hence do not affect concurrent operations, using a semidirect product in which a
messagem of C acts on a reverse operation to add an exception form. We omit the details.
Sequence with Range Remove Operation. Let C be the continuous sequence CRDT described above.
We can also use the semidirect product to add a range remove operation rremove((x , r ), (x ′, r ′)) to
C, which removes all elements with identifiers (x , r ) ≤ (y, s) ≤ (x ′, r ′). This could be useful as an
optimization in a collaborative text editor when a user highlights and deletes a block of text, in
place of sending separate remove messages for each character.
Let Crremove be the commutative data type with the same state space as C and with operations
rremove((x , r ), (x ′, r ′)), acting as described above. We choose rremove operations to come after
messages of C in the arbitration order, so that they affect concurrent additions. We define ▷ by
rremove((x , r ), (x ′, r ′)) ▷ add(e, (y, s))
=
{
id if (x , r ) ≤ (y, s) ≤ (x ′, s ′)
add(e, (y, s)) otherwise
rremove((x , r ), (x ′, r ′)) ▷ remove(y, s) = remove(y, s),
where id is a new message we add to C which acts as the identity. Then the semidirect product
assumptions are easily checked, so we get a semidirect product CRDT C ⋊▷ Crremove implementing
the operations of C together with rremove.
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As with reverse, it is also possible to implement the opposite arbitration order, in which rremove
operations only remove elements that were added causally before the rremove.
Semirings. The example of Section 3.1 generalizes to the case when we replace (Z,+,×) by any
commutative semiring:
Definition 5.2. A commutative semiring [25] is a tuple (S, ⊕, ⊗) consisting of a set of states S and
binary operations ⊕, ⊗ : S × S → S , such that ⊕ and ⊗ are associative and commutative, and ⊗
distributes over ⊕, i.e., for all s, t ,u ∈ S , s ⊗ (t ⊕ u) = (s ⊗ t) ⊕ (s ⊗ u).
Examples include (Z,+,×), (N,min,+), (N,max,min), and (N,min,max). We will define a semidi-
rect product CRDT implementing the operations of any commutative semiring, from which we
immediately get CRDTs implementing all of these examples.
Given a commutative semiring (S, ⊕, ⊗), let C1 be the commutative data type with state space S
and operations add(s), s ∈ S , acting as add(s) · σ = s ⊕ σ . Similarly let C2 be the commutative data
type with state space S and operations mult(t), t ∈ S , acting as mult(t) · σ = t ⊗ σ . Following the
example of Section 3.1, we can define ▷ by
mult(t) ▷ add(s) = add(t ⊗ s),
and then we get a semidirect product CRDT C1 ⋊▷ C2. Here assumption (reordering) holds by the
distributive property:
mult(t) · (add(s) · σ ) = t ⊗ (s ⊕ σ ) = (t ⊗ s) ⊕ (t ⊗ σ )
= add(t ⊗ s) · (mult(t) · σ ).
The semidirect product CRDT implements both add(s) and mult(t) operations on S , with mult(t)
operations affecting the arguments to concurrent add(s) operations.
Remark 5.3. By iteratively applying a semidirect product construction similar to the semiring
construction, it appears to be possible to construct a CRDT supporting operations mult, add, min,
and max on a natural number register, with arbitration order mult > add > min > max. We leave
the details to future work.
5.2 Existing CRDTs
Boolean Flags. The enable-wins flag [4] is a simple CRDTwith state space Σ = {enabled, disabled},
initial state disabled, and operations enable and disable, with sequential semantics
enable · σ = enabled, disable · σ = disabled
for all σ ∈ Σ. In case of concurrent enable and disable operations, the enable wins, so that the state
is enabled. More precisely, letting ≺ be the causal order on messages, a replica’s state is enabled if
it has received any messagesm = enable such that it has not received any messagesm′ = disable
withm ≺m′; otherwise the state is disabled.
As our first step in constructing a semidirect product with the same semantics as the enable-wins
flag, we need to partition the operations into two sets so that we can easily construct CRDTs for
each set. Since there are only two operations, we take the two sets to be {enable} and {disable}.
Both of these singleton sets of operations, acting on the original state space Σ, define commutative
data types (i.e., all messages commute naturally without conflict resolution), since trivially enable
commutes with itself and likewise for disable. Hence they also define op-based CRDTs satisfying
the strengthened property (iib).
Next, we must choose an arbitration order between the two CRDTs. That is, we must choose
which operation should be applied first in the case of concurrent enable and disable operations.
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The enable-wins semantics corresponds to disable going first, so that the subsequent enable wins.
Thus we take C1 to be the CRDT with operation set {disable}, while C2 is the CRDT with operation
set {enable}.
Next, we need to find a partial action ▷ of C2 messages on C1 messages satisfying assumption
(reordering). As a first attempt, we add an identity message id to the message set of C1, acting as
id · σ = σ , and define
enable ▷ disable = id, enable ▷ id = id.
This satisfies assumption (reordering) because
enable ◦ disable = enable = id ◦ enable.
It also trivially satisfies assumptions (action commutes) and (preserves authors), where we formally
allow any replica to be an author of id. Hence the semidirect product C1 ⋊▷ C2 is defined. However,
it does not quite implement the enable-wins semantics in the following scenario (using d and e as
obvious abbreviations):
A
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Here replicas A and B both start in state disabled, then each concurrently issue operations enable
followed by disable. After receiving each others’ messages, the intended result is disabled, since
both enable operations have been overwritten by causally greater disable operations. However, the
disable messages instead both get transformed to id by the concurrent enable messages, resulting
in state enabled.
To resolve this, observe that in the enable-wins flag, the effect of a disable message is not always
to set the state to disabled. Instead, it cancels the effect of any causally lesser enable messages,
resulting in state disabled only if no enable messages remain.
This motivates us to replace Σ with the state space Σ′ whose states are sets S of enable messages.
The externally visible value of a state S is enabled if S , ∅ and disabled if S = ∅. In place of C1, we
define the CRDT C′1 which has a single operation and message disable acting as disable · S = ∅. In
place of C2, we define the CRDT C′2 which has a single operation enable and message space M ′2
containing infinitely many messages of the form enable3, acting asm · S = S ∪ {m}. Note that both
C′1 and C′2 are commutative data types.
We once again choose C′1 (the disable operations) to come first in the arbitration order. Thus the
semidirect product transformation ▷′ must satisfy, form ∈ M ′2 and s ∈ Σ′,
m · (disable · S) = (m ▷′ disable) · (m · S),
i.e., {m} = (m ▷ disable) · (S ∪ {m}). We see thatm ▷ disable should be a message that intersects
the state with {m}. No C′1 message does this, but we can easily add one that does. This leads
us to need more new messages, etc. Eventually we are led to define the messages of C′1 to be
M ′1 = {disable(S ′) | S ′ ∈ Σ′}, with disable(S ′) acting as
disable(S ′) · S = S ∩ S ′.
3We need infinitely many of them so that it makes sense to talk about “the set of enable messages received so far” as a set
containing one copy of enable for each time a replica issues an enable operation.
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The original operation disable is prepared as themessage disable(∅). Thenwe can satisfy assumption
(reordering) by setting
m ▷ disable(S ′) = disable(S ′ ∪ {m}).
Assumptions (action commutes) and (preserves authors) are trivially satisfied as well, where we
again formally allow any replica to be an author of disable(S ′). Thus we get a semidirect product
CRDT
C′1 ⋊▷′ C′2 .
In this CRDT, the effect of an enable operation is to add itself to the internal state, making the
externally visible value enabled. When a replica receives a message disable(∅) corresponding to
a disable operation, it first acts by all concurrent enable messages. This leads to the message
disable(S ′), where S ′ is the set of all enable messages concurrent to the disable operation. That
message is then applied to the state, thus removing any enable messages that were causally lesser
than the disable operation. If this removes all enable messages, the internal state becomes ∅ and
the externally visible value becomes disabled. Thus we have indeed implemented the enable-wins
semantics as a semidirect product of commutative data types.
Remark 5.4. The internal state S duplicates the role of the history set H in the semidirect product
C′1 ⋊▷′ C′2 , except that it is trimmed to only contain relevant (not yet disabled) messages. Thus we
can optimize the construction, without changing its semantics, by allowing S to double as H .
We can likewise decompose the disable-wins flag, which is identical but with the roles of enable
and disable switched.
Sets. Using a similar decomposition to the enable-wins flag, we can decompose two set CRDTs,
the add-wins set and remove-wins set. These have a set as their externally visible state and operations
add(a) and remove(a) for a in a universe of set elements, with the obvious sequential semantics. In
the add-wins set, add(a) operations win over concurrent remove(a) operations, like in the enable-
wins flag. More precisely, letting ≺ be the causal order on messages, the value of an add-wins set
after receiving messages H is
{a | ∃(m = add(a)) ∈ H . ∀(m′ = remove(a)) ∈ H .m ⊀ m′}.
In other words, the add-wins set functions like an enable-wins flag for each set element.
This leads us to decompose the add-wins set as the following semidirect product of commutative
data types. Let Σ be the state space whose states are sets S of add(a) messages, for a in the universe
of set elements. The externally visible value of a state S ∈ Σ is {a | ∃(m = add(a)) ∈ S}. Let C2 be
the commutative data type with state space Σ, operations add(a) for a in the universe, and infinitely
many messages of the form add(a) for each a, acting asm · Σ = Σ∪ {m}. Let C1 be the commutative
data type with state space Σ, messages remove(a)(S ′) for S ′ a set of add(a) messages, acting as
remove(a)(S ′) · S = {m ∈ S | m = add(b),b , a} ∪ (S ∩ S ′),
and operations remove(a) with corresponding prepared message remove(a)(∅). Define the semidi-
rect product action ▷ by
(m = add(a)) ▷ remove(b)(S ′) =
{
remove(b)(S ′) if b , a
remove(b)(S ′ ∪ {m}) if b = a.
Then it is easy to check assumptions (reordering), (action commutes), and (preserves authors),
so we get a semidirect product CRDT C1 ⋊▷ C2. This CRDT implements the add-wins semantics,
as follows. The effect of an add(a) operation is to add itself to the internal state, making the
externally visible value contain a. When a replica receives a message remove(a)(∅) corresponding
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to a remove(a) operation, it first acts by all concurrent add messages. This leads to the message
remove(a)(S ′), where S ′ is the set of all add(a) messages concurrent to the remove(a) operation.
That message is then applied to the state, thus removing any add(a) messages that were causally
lesser than the remove(a) operation. If this removes all add(a)messages, the externally visible state
no longer includes a.
The remove-wins set, in which the roles of add and remove are switched, can be decomposed
analogously.
Reset-Wins Resettable CRDTs. Let C be any CRDT, with state space Σ, message setM , and initial
state σ 0. We wish to add a reset operation to C which restores its state to σ 0. This is necessary
for constructing map CRDTs with values in C [1, 4]: removing a key triggers a reset on the
corresponding value.
One possible concurrency semantics is reset-wins: any operation concurrent to a reset operation
is ignored. When used in a map CRDT, this leads to the remove-wins semantics, in which operations
on a value have no effect if its key is concurrently removed [21, §2.1.5].
To construct a reset-wins CRDT from C, we divide the operations into two sets, one containing
the original operations on C and one containing the single operation reset. For the reset-wins
semantics, we want reset operations to come last in the arbitration order, so that they overwrite
concurrent C operations. This leads us to take the first component of the semidirect product to
be C, and we take the second component to be the CRDT Creset with state space Σ and a single
operation reset acting as reset · σ = σ 0. Note that Creset is a commutative data type.
To define the action ▷ of {reset} onM , we expandM to contain a message id acting as id · σ = σ ,
and we set
reset ▷m = id
for allm ∈ M . This satisfies assumption (reordering), since for allm ∈ M and σ ∈ Σ,
reset · (m · σ ) = σ 0 = id · (reset · σ ).
Assumptions (action commutes) and (preserves authors) are easily checked, where we formally allow
any replica to be an author of id. Thus we get a semidirect product CRDT C ⋊▷ Creset implementing
the reset-wins semantics.
Observed-Reset Resettable CRDTs. An alternative concurrency semantics for resets is observed-
reset: a reset only affects causally prior (i.e., observed) operations. The corresponding observed-
remove semantics is used in many map CRDTs when a value’s key is removed, including for most
value types in Riak [4], Antidote [1], and the JSON CRDT of Kleppmann and Beresford [13].
The observed-reset semantics corresponds to the arbitration order in which reset comes before
concurrent operations of C, so that the concurrent operations are not overwritten by the reset.
This is the opposite of the reset-wins arbitration order.
For the observed-reset semantics to make sense, we assume that for any execution of C following
Algorithm 1, any subset of the messages appearing in that execution can be applied to σ 0 in casual
order, resulting in a defined state (not⊥). This ensures that if some messages are issued concurrently
to a reset, they can still be applied to the reset state σ 0.
Our semidirect product construction is similar to the enable-wins flag and add-wins set. Let C′
be the same as C but with an extra component of the state storing a finite sequence L′ of messages
fromM . When a message is applied to a state (σ ,L′), it is appended to L′ in addition to acting on
σ . Let C′reset be a CRDT with the same state space as C′ and with messages reset(L) for L a finite
causally ordered sequence of messages fromM , acting as
reset(L) · (σ ,L′) = ((L ∩ L′) · σ 0,L ∩ L′)
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where L ∩ L′ denotes L′ restricted to messages appearing in L, and (L ∩ L′) · σ 0 denotes the result
of applying the messages in L ∩ L′ to σ 0 in order. By assumption, (L ∩ L′) · σ 0 , ⊥. Also, C′reset
has a single operation reset with corresponding prepared message reset(∅). Observe that C′reset is a
commutative data type.
Define the semidirect product action ▷ by
m ▷ reset(L) = reset(L ∪ {m}),
withm appended to the end of the list. Then the semidirect product C′reset ⋊▷ C′ has the operations
of C plus reset, and it implements the observed-reset semantics. Indeed, before a reset message is
applied to the state, it is modified to ignore all concurrent messages that have already been applied
to the state, and any concurrent messages that are later applied to the state are unaffected.
As with the enable-wins flag, we can optimize the construction by allowing the sequence L′
appearing in the state to double as the semidirect product’s history set.
6 GENERALITY
6.1 Interpretation as Operational Transformation
Operational Transformation (OT) is an alternative technique for developing replicated data types
that is often viewed as an opposing technique to CRDTs. OT predates CRDTs and is commonly used
in applications, such as Google Docs. However, general OT is complicated. As a result, many OT
algorithms have turned out to be incorrect [11]. CRDTs were introduced to avoid the complexities
and errors of OT [22, 26], by using extra metadata in states as well as prepared messages in place
of operations, and by requiring commutativity of concurrent messages instead of transformation
properties.
It is thus interesting that, even though the semidirect product is a CRDT construction that
reproduces the semantics of many existing CRDTs, it can be viewed as a restricted kind of OT, as
we now describe.
For our definition of OT, we use the framework of Ressel, Nitsche-Ruhland, and Gunzenhäuser
[24]. In this framework, to define an OT object with operations M1 ∪ M24, we must define a
transformation function
t f1 : (M1 ∪M2) × (M1 ∪M2) → M1 ∪M2
satisfying Transformation Properties 1 and 2 in [24] (copied in Theorem 6.2 below). When a replica
receives an operationm from another replica, it transformsm by concurrent operations already
in the history according to the adOPTed-algorithm [24, Figure 8]. It then applies the resulting
operationm′ to its state and storesm.
Definition 6.1. Let C1 ⋊▷ C2 be a semidirect product of CRDTs. LetM1 be the messages of C1 and
M2 those of C2. We define the semidirect product transformation onM1 ∪M2 by
t f1(m, l) =
{
l ▷m ifm ∈ M1 and l ∈ M2
m otherwise.
This corresponds to the fact that when an operation m ∈ M1 is applied after a concurrent
operation l ∈ M2, we apply l ▷m instead ofm.
Our CRDT construction essentially implements the operational transformation object corre-
sponding to t f1, except that we only store messages fromM2 in the history.
4Unlike op-based CRDTs, OT objects typically do not differentiate between operations and messages, regarding them as the
same.
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Theorem 6.2. The semidirect product transformation t f1 satisfies Transformation Properties 1 and 2
of [24], i.e.,5
1. For all potentially concurrent l ,m ∈ M1 ∪M2 and σ ∈ Σ such that l · σ , ⊥ andm · σ , ⊥,
l · (t f1(m, l) · σ ) =m · (t f1(l ,m) · σ )
2. For all potentially concurrent k, l ,m ∈ M1 ∪M2,
t f1(t f1(l ,k), t f1(m,k)) = t f1(t f1(l ,m), t f1(k,m)).
Thus by [24, Theorem 1], the corresponding OT object is eventually consistent. Furthermore, C1 ⋊▷ C2
has the same semantics as this OT object.
Conversely, suppose we have an OT object whose operations can be partitioned into disjoint sets O1
and O2, such that the transformation function t f1 satisfies
t f1(o,p) = o unless o ∈ O1 and p ∈ O2.
Then letting C1 be the restriction of the OT object toO1 operations (withO1 also as the set of messages),
C2 be its restriction to O2 operations, and ▷ : O2 ×O1 → O1 be given by
o2 ▷ o1 = t f1(o1,o2),
we have that C1 and C2 are op-based CRDTs, and C1 ⋊▷ C2 is a semidirect product CRDT with the
same semantics as the OT object.
Proof. For the first statement, verifying the Transformation Properties is a simple case analysis.
Transformation Property 1 holds when l ,m ∈ M1 because C1 is a CRDT, and likewise for l ,m ∈ M2.
The interesting case is when l ∈ M1 andm ∈ M2 or vice-versa, in which case it reduces to assumption
(reordering). Transformation Property 2 is trivial in all cases except when l ∈ M1 and k,m ∈ M2,
in which case it reduces to assumption (action commutes). (Assumption (preserves authors) only
matters in that it ensures that “potential concurrency” behaves nicely under transformation.)
For the converse statement, C1 and C2 are easily CRDTs: if o,o′ ∈ O1, then t f1(o,o′) = o and
t f1(o′,o) = o′, so o and o′ commute by Transformation Property 1, and similarly for C2. The
semidirect product assumption (reordering) holds by Transformation Property 1 again, assumption
(action commutes) holds by Transformation Property 2, and (preserves authors) holds trivially as
any message can have any author.
It remains to see, for both the CRDT-to-OT conversion and the converse conversion, that C1⋊▷ C2
has the same semantics as the corresponding OT object. The adOPTed-algorithm transforms a
received operation o by all concurrent operations in the history, except that these operations
must themselves be transformed by appropriate operations before they are used as transformers.
While this can be complicated in general, in our case it does not matter: M2 messages (resp. O2
operations, for the OT-to-CRDT conversion) are always transformed trivially, and M1 messages
(resp.O1 operations) never alter the target of their transformation. Hence the result of the adOPTed
transformation applied to m is always m if m ∈ M2, and it is the mact appearing on line 16 of
Algorithm 2 ifm ∈ M1. Thus the semidirect product CRDT and the OT object end up applying the
same message (resp. operation) to the state. □
Remark 6.3. Although the semidirect product is a restricted kind of OT, it avoids OT’s pitfalls.
First, the restriction on t f1 is severe: while general OT allows t f1 to do anything, we require the
result of t f1(l ,m) ◦m to always be equivalent to either l ◦m orm ◦ l , according to the arbitration
order. This in turn simplifies Transformation Property 2 to assumption (action commutes), which
5[24] does not explicitly address the possibility that an operation may be undefined (⊥) on a state, or that only certain
combinations of operations can be concurrent.We slightly weaken the Transformation Properties to permit these possibilities.
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is trivial to verify in all of our examples below, while for general OT algorithms it is often a source
of incorrectness. Second, we allow the semidirect product’s components to be full-fledged CRDTs,
not just user operations acting on user-visible state. This allows us to use CRDTs to implement
portions of the state that CRDTs are good at, like sequences, while using the semidirect product for
conflicts that are best resolved using transformation. Indeed, it appears impossible to construct a
sequence CRDT using semidirect products alone, since there is no clear arbitration order between
conflicting insertions.
As a result, the semidirect product is more CRDT-like in character. Indeed, it reproduces the
semantics of several existing CRDTs (see Section 5). Additionally, we avoid the adOPTed-algorithm’s
need to store a multidimensional history of transformed operations computed using a doubly-
recursive algorithm. Instead, our history is a subset of the messages actually sent by replicas, and
these messages transform other messages directly instead of needing to be transformed recursively.
6.2 Decomposing POLog CRDTs as Semidirect Products
One existing general model for constructing op-based CRDTs is the POLog (partially ordered log)
model of Baquero, Almeida, and Shoker [3]. In that model, the externally visible state of a CRDT is
defined as a function of the log of operations partially ordered by causality. We used this model
implicitly when defining the semantics of the add-wins set in Section 5: letting ≺ be the causal
order on messages, the value of an add-wins set after receiving messages H is
faw-set(H ,≺) := {a | ∃(m = add(a)) ∈ H . ∀(m′ = remove(a)) ∈ H .m ⊀ m′}.
The POLog model advocates using faw-set directly to implement an add-wins set, by applying it to
the current message history each time a user queries the set’s state. This is in contrast to traditional
op-based CRDT designs, which typically store a metadata-enhanced version of the original data
type’s state instead of the full message history.
Given a POLog CRDT, it is interesting to ask whether the CRDT can be decomposed as a
semidirect product of simpler CRDTs, by which we mean CRDTs with fewer operations. Ideally, we
would like to repeat this decomposition until we get an iterated semidirect product of commutative
data types. We can then build up an alternate construction of the original CRDT using these
semidirect products. This can clarify the semantics and suggest a more efficient implementation
of the original CRDT, by reasoning about conflicts between concurrent messages in a restricted,
uniform way instead of allowing the full power of a POLog function.
The following proposition gives a general condition under which a POLog CRDT can be decom-
posed as the semidirect product of two simpler CRDTs.
Proposition 6.4. Let f be a function defining a POLog CRDT C with operation set O1 ∪O2, i.e., f
is a function mapping a partially ordered log of operations in O1 ∪O2 to an externally visible state.
Suppose that f (L) = f (L′) whenever L and L′ are partially ordered logs differing only in that, for some
messagem1 corresponding to an O1 operation and some messagem2 corresponding to an O2 operation,
m1 ≺m2 in the partial order of L whilem1 is concurrent tom2 in the partial order of L′. Then C has
the same externally visible semantics as some semidirect product of C1 and C2, where C1 (resp. C2) is
a CRDT with the same externally visible semantics as the restriction of C to O1 operations (resp. O2
operations).
Proof Sketch. To define C1 and C2, we start with the POLog CRDTs derived from the restriction
of f to O1 operations (resp., O2 operations), modified so that their partially ordered logs may each
contain bothO1 andO2 operations. We then modify the messages of C1 so that in addition to anO1
operation and a timestamp, they contain a set S of C2 messages. We define the semidirect product
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action by
m2 ▷ (m1, S) = (m1, S ∪ {m2}).
Finally, we define the effect of (m1, S) to be to addm1 to the log with partial order relations:m′1 ≺m1
for allm′1 corresponding toO1 operations with lower timestamps;m2 ≺m1 for allm2 corresponding
to O2 operations that are not in S ; and any additional relations required by transitivity (so that ≺
remains a partial order). Note that the timestamps on O1 operations are unrelated to those on O2
operations, so that ▷ is the only way we can reason about concurrent O1 and O2 operations.
After performing an execution on both C and C1 ⋊▷ C2, the resulting partially ordered logs L
and L⋊ differ only in that, for some messagesm1,m2 ∈ L corresponding to an O1 operation and
an O2 operation, respectively,m1 ≺ m2 in L butm1 is concurrent tom2 in L⋊. Thus by hypothesis,
f (L) = f (L⋊). □
Of the non-commutative POLog CRDTs described in [3], only the multi-value register cannot be
decomposed using this proposition, while the enable-wins flag, disable-wins flag, add-wins set, and
remove-wins set decompose into semidirect products of commutative data types, as described in
Section 5.
7 OPTIMIZATIONS
As defined above, a state of C1 ⋊▷ C2 includes the set H of allM2 messages that have already been
applied. This set can grow without bound, potentially making the state large and affecting the
performance of an implementation. We now discuss two optimizations that can reduce this state
size.
7.1 Causal Stability
In a state (σ , t ,H ) of C1⋊▷ C2, observe that a pair (m, t ′) ∈ H only matters when we apply a message
concurrent to it. Thus once (m, t ′) becomes causally stable [3, §5.2], meaning that all future inputs
(l , s ′) to effect⋊ will be causally greater than (m, t ′), we can discard (m, t ′) fromH without changing
the externally visible behavior of C1 ⋊▷ C2.
7.2 Compressing the History
In some cases, instead of storing the history ofM2 messages in our state as a set H , we can store a
singleM2 message representing the composition of all of these messages. Specifically, assume:
• M2 is closed under composition, in the sense that for allm2,m′2 ∈ M2, there exists a message
m2 ◦m′2 ∈ M2 such that for all σ ∈ Σ, (m2 ◦m′2) · σ = m2 · (m′2 · σ ), and for allm1 ∈ M1,
(m2 ◦m′2) ▷m1 =m2 ▷ (m′2 ▷m1).
• M2 messages commute (not just when they are concurrent), i.e., for allm2,m′2 ∈ M2,m2◦m′2 =
m′2 ◦m2.
• For allm2 ∈ M2, the functionm′2 7→ m2 ◦m′2 is injective. We letm−12 be a formal symbol
acting as the corresponding inverse partial function, i.e.,m−12 ◦ (m2 ◦m′2) :=m′2.
Example 7.1. The example of Section 3.1 satisfies these assumptions if we exclude mult(0), with
mult(n) ◦mult(n′) = mult(nn′) and with mult(n)−1 ◦mult(m) = mult(m/n) when n dividesm.
To accommodate the initial state, we formally add the identity function id toM2.
Definition 7.2. The compressed semidirect product of C1 and C2 is the op-based CRDT C1⋊comp▷ C2 =
(Σ ×M2, (σ 0, id), preparecomp, effectcomp, evalcomp) with components defined in Algorithm 3.
One can show that C1 ⋊comp▷ C2 satisfies the CRDT properties using a proof similar to Theorem
3.4. Informally, instead of storing the history H , we store the composition h of all messages in H .
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Algorithm 3 Components of the compressed semidirect product C1 ⋊comp▷ C2. In effectcomp, if any
portion of the output is ⊥, then we set the whole output to be ⊥.
1: function preparecomp(o, (σ ,h), r ):
2: if o is a C1 operation then
3: return (prepare1(o,σ , r ),h)
4: else ▷ o is a C2 operation
5: return (prepare2(o,σ , r ),−)
6: end if
7: function effectcomp((m,h′), (σ ,h)):
8: if m ∈ M2 then
9: return (effect2(m,σ ),h′ ◦ h)
10: else ▷m ∈ M1
11: mact ← ((h′)−1 ◦ h) ▷m
12: return (effect1(mact,σ ),h)
13: end if
14: function evalcomp(q, (σ ,h)): return eval(q,σ )
When applying an M1 message (m,h′) to a state (σ ,h), h′ is the composition of all M2 messages
causally prior to (m,h′), while h is the composition of allM2 messages applied to the state. Thus
(h′)−1 ◦ h is the composition of allM2 messages applied to the state that are concurrent to (m,h′)
instead of causally prior to it, so thatmact is the same as it would be in C1 ⋊▷ C2.
Example 7.3. We can use the compressed semidirect product for the following examples above:
• The sequence with reverse operation, since reverse is closed under composition (after adding
an identity operation id), commutative, and invertible. The resulting CRDT is essentially
equivalent to treating the possibly-reversed sequence as a view of an ordinary sequence
CRDT, with reverse operations toggling the view, and with user inputs reversed whenever
they are performed on a reversed view.
• The semiring CRDT, whenever the semiring (S, ⊕, ⊗) is such that for all s ∈ S , the function
t 7→ s⊗t is injective. This includes the example of Section 3.1 if we excludemult(0) operations,
which corresponds to the semiring (Z,+,×).
It also includes the semiring (N,min,+). This can be used as a form of resettable counter,
with min(0) behaving as a reset-to-0 operation. It is practically interesting because we can
implement this CRDT with constant-sized state, in contrast to existing resettable counter
designs. However, it does not have either of the typical resettable CRDT semantics described in
Section 5 (reset-wins or observed-reset). It is similar to observed-reset, but with the following
anomaly:
A
B
0 1 0 1 1
0 1 0 1 1
.........................................
.
add(1)
.........................................
.
min(0)
....................
.
(add(1))
....................
.
(min(1))
.........................................
.
add(1)
.........................................
.
min(0)
....................
.
(add(1))
....................
.
(min(1))
.........................................................................................................
..
.........................................................................................................
............
..........
..........
..........
.........
..........
..........
..........
..........
.........
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..........
...... .
..........
..........
.........
..........
..........
..........
..........
............
...
Here replicas A and B both increment the counter and then reset it, but the add(1) operations
transform the concurrent min(0) operations into min(1) operations, giving a final state of 1.
Meanwhile, the observed-reset semantics would give a final state of 0.
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Nonetheless, this resettable counter may still be useful, since the large state size of true
observed-reset resettable counters [28] has led some to adopt alternative semantics in return
for smaller state [2, 4].
8 RELATEDWORK
Several works describe general techniques for constructing replicated data types. Leijnse, Almeida,
and Baquero [16] discuss patterns in existing op-based CRDTs, such as constructions of set CRDTs
from flag CRDTs. The patterns they identify are orthogonal to the semidirect product.
Baquero et al. [19] give general techniques for composing state-based CRDTs, the other kind of
CRDTs besides op-based, using lattice merge functions. Similar techniques are used by the BloomL
distributed programming model [5] and the LVars parallel programming model [15]. While those
works use lattice theory to compose state-based CRDTs, we use an idea from abstract algebra to
compose op-based CRDTs. Also, those works (especially [5, 15]) focus on composition in the sense
of composite data types (e.g., tuples and maps), while we focus on composing different operations
acting on the same base data type.
Mergeable Replicated Data Types (MRDTs), defined by Kaki et al. [12] and built on top of Irmin
[23], are branch-and-merge based replicated data types that use a three-way merge function for
sets to define MRDTs for various data types automatically. Like us, Kaki et al. define a replicated
integer register supporting addition and multiplication operations, but with different semantics: a
multiplication is treated as its equivalent addition. Our construction is less automatic but more
flexible: MRDTs are only defined for data types built as views of relations on sets, and they give at
most one semantics for a given data type, excluding examples like a remove-wins set or a reset-wins
resettable type. In contrast, our examples demonstrate the semidrect product’s wide applicability.
Also, MRDT’s branch-and-merge system model more closely resembles state-based CRDTs, in
contrast to our use of op-based CRDTs.
A particular kind of arbitration between concurrent CRDT operations appears in work on tunable
CRDTs by Rijo [8] and the concept of “cast-off updates” in a survey by Preguiça [21]. Specifically,
they consider operations that become irrevelant due to other operations, such as removes cancelled
by adds in an add-wins set. Rijo gives a construction based on generic arbitration rules, in which
operations of one type can cancel those of another depending on their causal relationship.
As described in Section 6.1, the semidirect product can be viewed as a restricted kind of operational
transformation (OT).We avoid the complexity of general OT approaches by effectively only allowing
the transformation function to reorder operations, not arbitrarily transform them, and only in the
specific case of a C2 operation followed by a C1 operation. Also, we allow that the state is a CRDT
state and the operations being transformed are CRDT messages, not just user operations acting
on user-visible state, so that the components of a semidirect product may continue using CRDT
techniques.
Lasp [18] is an Erlang programming model that allows one to create views of a given CRDT, such
as a functionally mapped view of a set, which update in an eventually consistent way. We focus on
adding in-place, mutating operations to CRDTs, as opposed to creating immutable views. Indeed,
several of our examples, such as the integer register with addition and multiplication operations
and the map with a higher-order map operation, were motivated by the goal of developing CRDTs
that support these operations in-place instead of as views.
OpSets [14] and SECROs [6] both convert generic data types into replicated data types by sorting
operations into an eventually consistent total order compatible with the causal order. While we
aim to sort operations so that they respect both the causal order and the arbitration order, this
is not always possible (see Section 3.1), so we instead use the transformation ▷ to approximate
the desired order. As a result, the semidirect product gives semantics more typical of CRDTs than
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OpSets or SECROs: conflicts between concurrent operations are resolved uniformly according to an
arbitration order chosen at design time, instead of according to an arbitrary total order at run time.
Also, through use of the transformation ▷, we avoid the need to re-order and re-apply operations
that are received out-of-order.
9 CONCLUSION
We introduced the semidirect product of op-based CRDTs. This construction combines the op-
erations of two CRDTs while handling concurrency conflicts between them in a uniform way.
Specifically, it implements an arbitration order on concurrent messages using a restricted kind of
operational transformation. We constructed novel CRDTs through composition, and our examples
also showed that several existing CRDTs can be decomposed as semidirect products of simpler
CRDTs.
For future work, we plan to investigate iterated semidirect products. In particular, it would be
interesting to see whether complicated CRDTs can be decomposed as iterated semidirect products
of commutative data types, thus completely handling concurrency conflicts through the semidirect
product. We will also pursue implementations of the novel CRDTs described above.
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A ALGEBRAIC MOTIVATION
The semidirect product of CRDTs is inspired by the semidirect product of groups, which we now
describe.
In abstract algebra, a group is a set G together with a binary operation • : G ×G → G such that:
– • is associative: д • (h • k) = (д • h) • k
– There is an identity 1G ∈ G satisfying 1G • д = д • 1G = д
– Each д ∈ G has an inverse д−1 such that д • д−1 = д−1 • д = 1G .
Let (G1, •1) and (G2, •2) be groups. Suppose we have an action ▷ : G2 ×G1 → G1 satisfying:
– д2 ▷ (д1 •1 д′1) = (д2 ▷ д1) •1 (д2 ▷ д′1)
– (д2 •2 д′2) ▷ д1 = д2 ▷ (д′2 ▷ д1)
– 1G2 ▷ д1 = д1
– For each д2, д1 7→ д2 ▷ д1 is an invertible function.
Then the semidirect product ofG1 andG2 with respect to ▷ is the groupG1 ⋊▷ G2 with underlying set
G1 ×G2 and binary operation [9, §5.5]
(д1,д2) •⋊ (д′1,д′2) := (д1 •1 (д2 ▷ д′1),д2 •2 д′2).
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We can think of G1 and G2 as subgroups of G1 ⋊▷ G2 (i.e., subsets that are groups) via the maps
д1 7→ (д1, 1G2 ), д2 7→ (1G1 ,д2). If we put the elements corresponding to д1 and д2 in the “wrong”
order (д2 then д1), they get rearranged as
(1G1 ,д2) •⋊ (д1, 1G2 ) = (д2 ▷ д1,д2) = (д2 ▷ д1, 1G2 ) •⋊ (1G1 ,д2),
i.e., as (д2 ▷д1 then д2). This inspired the semidirect product CRDT’s use of the equivalence between
(m2 ▷m1) ◦m2 andm2 ◦m1, form1 a C1 message andm2 a C2 message, as a way to reorder messages
so that C1 messages effectively come before C2 messages.
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